
Homework Projects  

Homework Deadline: Week beginning 22nd October 

Create a dinosaur fact file. 

Choose your favourite dinosaur and create a fact file about 

them.  

Your fact file could be a poster or mini booklet.  

Your fact file could include the animals size, weight and      

favourite food. 
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Literacy 

We will begin the term by looking closely at the 

book Cave Baby which by the end of the first 

week children will be able to retell using       

puppets. The text also gives children the         

opportunity to explore adjectives and how     

using them in our writing makes it more        

interesting.  

Art/DT 

Art/DT activities will be linked with our topic, 

Dinosaur Planet. Children will use a variety of 

materials to create their own pre-historic      

landscape as well as using malleable materials 

to create fossils.  

PE 

This half term Year 1 will explore different 

ways of moving their bodies; re-creating the 

movements of a dinosaur. They will also         

develop their balancing skills.  

Computing 

 This topic will encourage us to explore a      

variety of technological skills, firstly we will 

develop our knowledge of programming floor 

robots. We will also begin to explore            

techniques needed to create animations.  

Things to remember! 

Reading 

Your child needs to bring their reading book and 

reading diary into school every day. Please sign 

their diary after you have listened to them read 

so that they can change their book. Children   

cannot bring books home to read if they do not 

have their book bag/bag in school.  

Spellings 

Children are given spellings weekly and will be 

tested weekly.  

P.E Kit 

Please ensure your child has full P.E. kit every 

Monday and Tuesday. 

Thank you!  

Maths 

Place value will be the main theme of maths 

in the Autumn term, children will build    

upon their knowledge and understanding 

from    Foundation stage and begin to further 

develop it. We will also begin to use and   

understand mathematical language            

including: equal, more, greater, less/fewer. 

Science 

Children will become familiar with           

identifying and naming different groups of 

animals such as carnivores, herbivores and 

omnivores.  

History 

Children will research dinosaurs using           

technology, books and fossils to develop their 

knowledge of the Jurassic period before           

becoming a palaeontologist! We will then 

work as a team to create our own dinosaur 

museum and invite visitors to view our      

artefacts.  


